
Artist:Â Bony RamirezVenue:Â Thierry Goldberg, New YorkExhibition Title:Â MUSA X PARADISIACADate: November 7 â€“ December 20, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Thierry Goldberg, New YorkPress Release: Thierry Goldberg is pleased to present MUSA X PARADISIACA, Bony Ramirezâ€™s first in-person solo exhibition with the
gallery, following his online solo exhibition this spring, Grass Under The Wood. The exhibition will run from November 7th through December 20th, 2020.In MUSA X PARADISIACA, Bony Ramirez fuses together
Caribbean iconography and Renaissance styles to create works that reflect on the colonialist history and contemporary sentiments of the Republic: the artistâ€™s home until age 13.Unique in his painting practice,
Ramirez combines paintings and drawings by adhering life-size paper figures onto painted wood panels, creating layered works where figures blend into their backgrounds. The subjects of these portraits are bold and
strange, yet eerily seductive; characterized by oversized and mysteriously contorted hands and feet; ears filled with rainbow swirls; and large, wide, doll-like eyes. Behind Ramirezâ€™s muses (musa) lie saturated, playful
colors, or landscapes of quintessential Caribbean beaches, jungles, and symbols of paradise (paraÃso). Accompanying many of his subjects are Caribbean still lifes with Caribbean fruits, shells, and plants like the
â€œflamboyant treeâ€• and plantains (scientifically, Musa x paradisiaca). Ramirez uses the traditional elements of Renaissance portraiture, but adapts them with Caribbean iconography, rendering his worksâ€™ subject
matter away from white gentry to those affected by European colonialism.The works in MUSA X PARADISIACA are divided into reflections on the past and present: the main level of the gallery is filled with works
representing contemporary Dominican figures, and the works downstairs tell the story of the tumultuous history of the country. Throughout both levels of the gallery, Ramirezâ€™s drawn figures come to life as three
toddler-size sculptures of children, each possessing the same physical features as the artistâ€™s drawn figures.The nine paintings upstairs depict present-day Dominican life while meditating on the history of the
countryâ€™s past. In these works Ramirez experiments with the background behind his subjects, veering away from the conventions of traditional portraiture to contemporary influences like abstracted tropical forests,
shapes, and animations. Though more modern in their portrayals, these figures still carry with them the history of their ancestors on the island of Hispaniola (the island of Haiti and the Dominican Republic).Through five
paintings downstairs, Ramirez recounts the history of the colonization, slavery, and fight for sovereignty in the Dominican Republic. His retelling begins with the indigenous people, the TaÃno, in Musa X Paradisiaca
(2020), where he portrays a TaÃno woman with Dominican plants wrapped in her arms. Like in Renaissance portraiture, where the sitter is surrounded by symbols representing an intimate detail of their personal story,
here, Ramirez places the TaÃno woman with symbols of her culture, signifying the history of the TaÃno before the Spanish colonization. Ramirez reflects the fraught arrival of the Spanish in La Mentira/ The Lie (2020),
where he shows a Spanish woman crossing her fingers in hopes of her countryâ€™s triumph over Hispaniola and the region. Following this work, Ramirezâ€™s third work in the series, The Feast, Plantain and Fish
(2020), portrays a TaÃno woman next to a West African woman, alluding to the Spanishâ€™s enslavement of both populations. No Fue El Final/ It Was Not The End (2020), the penultimate work of the five, shows the
gruesome rebellions against the Spanish in which a Spanish woman is slashed along her neck, bleeding, and perhaps soon to be decapitated. And finally, in Ramirezâ€™s last work in this historical retelling, he
personifies the Dominicanâ€™s reclamation of power after their declaration of independence from the Spanish. In DÃ³nde EstÃ¡n Los LimÃ³ncillos? (2020), a Dominican woman uses her beauty to assert her dominance
over a white man who leans towards her, yearning for the LimÃ³ncillos, (Spanish Limes) in her hand, only to be pulled away.Though Ramirez has divided his works by time period, the confrontations with the regionâ€™s
history are shared between them. Accordingly, his works insist that the past exists in the present more than meets our eye. Ramirezâ€™s works show a new side of portraiture, one that tells not of those that wrote history,
but those who have been continuously left out of it â€“ allowing us to critically examine his subjects in order to gain a new perspective.Bony Ramirez (b. 1996, Tenares, Salcedo, Dominican Republic) lives and works in
Perth Amboy, NJ. His work has been featured in exhibitions at Thierry Goldberg Gallery, New York, NY; ZÃ¼cher Gallery, New York, NY; Anna Zorina Gallery, New York, NY; Newark Pride Center, Newark, NJ; Perth
Amboy Center for the Arts, Perth Amboy, NJ; Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ; Hudson Valley Museum of Contemporary Art, Peekskill, NY; and the Shiman Art Gallery, Newark, NJ. This is the artistâ€™s first
onsite solo exhibition with the gallery following his recent inclusion in the gallery&#8217;s onsite group exhibition, And The Sun Left, and his an online solo exhibition, Grass Under The Wood. Link: Bony Ramirez at
Thierry GoldbergThe post Bony Ramirez at Thierry Goldberg first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Eduardo NavarroVenue:Â Gasworks, LondonExhibition Title:Â Eduardo Navarro: (breathspace)Date: October
1 â€“ December 20, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Gasworks, LondonPress Release:Gasworks presents the first UK
solo exhibition by Buenos Aires-based artist Eduardo Navarro. His work moves away from representation, instead creating sensorial experiences with the potential to induce a radical transformation of the self and
others.In recent years, Navarro has sought to adopt the slow metabolism of a reptile, experimented with ways for dancers to embody the physical properties of light, and invited a large group of performers to animate a
mechanical octopus, in order for them to become part of its decentralised nervous system.First scheduled for April 2020, Navarroâ€™s original plans for the exhibition at Gasworks consisted of transforming the gallery into
a living, breathing organism. Developed in the months preceding the Covid-19 outbreak, his immersive installation in the form of a gigantic lung was designed for visitors to synchronise their most vital functions with one
another, offering a space for collective meditation and oceanic breathing. But the construction of Navarroâ€™s installation would coincide with the onset of a global pandemic with unprecedented effects on our lives.As the
exhibition was postponed until further notice, Navarro made a habit of drawing every day during the lockdown in Buenos Aires. In his words, this practice enabled him to â€˜relocate the studio to inside my own headâ€™.
Produced in self-isolation, the one hundred drawings featured in the exhibition became a portal between unknown dimensions and timelines, past and future visions, unrealised and impossible ideas.Instead of looking
back at what the exhibition could have been, Navarroâ€™s drawings resist any melancholy towards the possibilities foreclosed by the pandemic. Inspired by quantum physics, according to which information in the
universe cannot be created nor ever destroyed, his drawings metabolise the original exhibition and enact its transformative spirit in a more intimate language.Sitting in a corner, the viewer encounters Self-Doll (2020), a
stuffed humanoid covered in orange fleece. Navarroâ€™s soft and cuddly robot is fitted with a phone compartment, providing a sense of physical warmth in long-distance communications, where Self-Doll stands in for the
caller.This work was conceived as an emotional support tool for children. However, in a time of strict distancing regulations, Self-Doll has become a surrogate for the artist, acting as Navarroâ€™s proxy in the gallery and
for public events. Throughout the exhibition the artist will communicate through the doll at random times, inviting conversations with the audience.Projected in the second gallery, a hand-drawn animation features a
colossal head with a bellows mechanism, reminiscent of Navarroâ€™s unrealised plans to build a large-scale breathing device at Gasworks. Like the universe after the Big Bang, the head expands and contracts at regular
intervals. The cyclical nature of Navarroâ€™s cosmology is highlighted in the filmâ€™s soundtrack, a recording of the artistâ€™s breathing during a meditation session.As the sound spills into the main gallery with each
exhalation, Navarroâ€™s breathing connects the works in the exhibition, encouraging viewers to sync their biorhythms with one another.Eduardo Navarroâ€™s exhibition is commissioned and produced by Gasworks. The
online public programme accompanying the exhibition is supported by Vauxhall One.Link: Eduardo Navarro at GasworksThe post Eduardo Navarro at Gasworks first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Heji
ShinVenue:Â Reena Spaulings, New YorkExhibition Title:Â BIG COCKSDate: November 15 â€“ December 20, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of Reena Spaulings, New YorkLink: Heji Shin at Reena SpaulingsThe post Heji Shin at Reena Spaulings first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Heike-Karin FÃ¶llVenue:Â Campoli Presti,
ParisExhibition Title:Â BlushingDate: October 21 â€“ November 28, 2020Selected By: Tenzing BarsheeClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of Campoli Presti, London/Paris. Photos by Rebecca Fanuele.Press Release:Heike-Karin FÃ¶llâ€™s work recalibrates the artistic endeavours of painting, drawing, and writing, and her show blushing locates this
rebalancing act in our very present: the year 2020, as digital technology makes itself felt in our lifeworld ever more strongly, and as a pandemic is reshaping our realities. Think of this artistic recalibrating activity â€“ by
way of the showâ€™s title blushing â€“ as a reaction, a change in hue, the becoming more intense of a shade in certain spots, at the expense of other parts of the body. The consistency and application of the perennial
make-up that is la peinture (as Morisot, Manet, and Baudelaire knew) must change.One central question of blushing is what, under todayâ€™s circumstances, the small format on the wall can become? â€“ There is,
presented in the galleryâ€™s library, a plan in images and writing for the show, a form reminiscent of cinematic practice â€“ a storyboard. These works on paper also echo the experimental rearrangement of letters and
pictures on the pages of historical avant-garde journals. And there is the installation my brain, in which standardized A4 paper forms the basis of artistic operations of drawing, applying colour, xeroxing, printing, sketching,
and taking notes. These individual pages are displayed on the wall where they evoke both: the medium on which the artist thinks, practices, and has put herself to work â€“ the leaf; while also giving us the impression of a
set of digital folders arranged on a computerâ€™s desktop. Both conjoined forming an image of artistic work in our present: production on paper and on the screen.It has been observed by critics and historians of art,
literature and media that small forms hold up particularly well to mounting pressures: under duress, in times of crises and upheavals, the small form â€“ the short story, the clip, the drawing, or the anecdote â€“ offer a
compactness and an economy of means that allows for smooth transmission, quoting, sharing, etc. When the pandemic engulfed our world, some were reminded of one of the primary scenes of cultural production in the
West: The story goes that the novella was invented by a group of friends withdrawing to a secluded estate to escape from plague-ridden Florence. There, they told each other short stories in the evenings. Thus was born
the novella: a small format robust enough to withstand and thrive in pandemic timesIn blushing, FÃ¶ll expands her work with small formats to encompass both canvas and painterâ€™s cardboard. While retaining the small
dimension, these have acquired a new solidity: thicker than paper, when placed on the walls they can seem like tiles: elements of quasi-architectural cladding; but also those â€˜tilesâ€™ that we have become accustomed
to seeing on our screens, holding meetings, seminars, and all sorts of digital gatherings through software such
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